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The second edition of Emergency and Trauma Care for Nurses and Paramedics provides the most up-to-date and comprehensive coverage of clinical
procedures and issues encountered in contemporary emergency care in Australia and New Zealand. Written by leading academics and clinicians, this
fully revised and updated edition follows the patient’s journey from pre-hospital retrieval to definitive care. With a strong focus on multidisciplinary care,
this evidence-based emergency and trauma resource will appeal to pre-hospital care providers, rural, remote and urban emergency nurses and allied
health professionals, as well as disaster management and interfacility transport staff. Essential concepts are covered in a logical order, commencing with:
An introduction to emergency professions and professional issues Clinical and health systems Patient presentations ordered by body system as well as
toxicology, envenomation, ocular, environmental emergencies and unique population groups Major trauma assessment and management and end-of-life
care information and considerations. Emergency and Trauma Care for Nurses and Paramedics 2e continues to be the pre-eminent resource for students
preparing to enter the emergency environment and for clinicians seeking a greater understanding of multidisciplinary care from retrieval through to
rehabilitation. A cultural safety approach is included throughout - addressing cultural diversity, beliefs and values and focusing on Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander health and Mãori health Essentials outline the main points addressed in each chapter Practice tips throughout assist with communication
skills, procedures and assessment Case studies are supported by questions and answers to encourage active learning New online resources available on
Evolve, including over 30 new case studies with paramedic-specific questions. Highlighted skills - cross references to the Clinical Skills chapter
throughout text Over 30 new case studies Patient journey from pre-hospital and emergency-specific case studies Critical thinking questions at the end of
chapters Chapter 35 Obstetric emergencies now includes 'Supporting a normal birth'.
Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this practical analysis of sports law in Ireland deals with the regulation of
sports activity by both public authorities and private sports organizations. The growing internationalization of sports inevitably increases the weight of
global regulation, yet each country maintains its own distinct regime of sports law and its own national and local sports organizations. Sports law at a
national or organizational level thus gains a growing relevance in comparative law. The book describes and discusses both state-created rules and
autonomous self-regulation regarding the variety of economic, social, commercial, cultural, and political aspects of sports activities. Self- regulation
manifests itself in the form of by-laws, and encompasses organizational provisions, disciplinary rules, and rules of play. However, the trend towards more
professionalism in sports and the growing economic, social and cultural relevance of sports have prompted an increasing reliance on legal rules adopted
by public authorities. This form of regulation appears in a variety of legal areas, including criminal law, labour law, commercial law, tax law, competition
law, and tort law, and may vary following a particular type or sector of sport. It is in this dual and overlapping context that such much-publicized aspects
as doping, sponsoring and media, and responsibility for injuries are legally measured. This monograph fills a gap in the legal literature by giving
academics, practitioners, sports organizations, and policymakers access to sports law at this specific level. Lawyers representing parties with interests in
Ireland will welcome this very useful guide, and academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative sports law.
Much of the critical discussion of the European political economy and the Eurozone crisis has focused upon a sense that solidaristic achievements built
up during the post-war period are being continuously unravelled. Whilst there are many reasons to lament the trajectory of change within Europe’s
political economy, there are also important developments, trends and processes which have acted to obstruct, hinder and present alternatives to this
perceived trajectory of declining social solidarity. These alternatives have tended to be obscured from view, in part as a result of the conceptual
approaches adopted within the literature. Drawing from examples across the EU, this book presents an alternative narrative and explanation for the
development of Europe’s political economy and crisis, emphasising the agency of what are typically considered subordinate (and passive) actors. By
highlighting patterns of resistance, disobedience and disruption it makes a significant contribution to a literature that has otherwise been more
concerned to understand patterns of heightened domination, exploitation, inequality and neoliberal consolidation. It will be of interest to students and
scholars alike.
Refocus: The Films of Amy Heckerling is the first book-length study of the work of Amy Heckerling, the phenomenally popular director and screenwriter
of Clueless and Fast Times at Ridgemont High. As such, the book constitutes a significant intervention in Film Studies, prompting a reconsideration of
the importance of Heckerling both in the development of Teen cinema, and as a figure in Hollywood comedy. As part of the Refocus series, the volume
brings together outstanding original essays examining Heckerling's work from a variety of perspectives, including film, television and cultural studies and
is destined to be used widely in undergraduate teaching.
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Unsafe Space
The Play of Political Culture, Emotion and Identity
Whiteshift
The Future of the Magazine Form
Military Politics and Effectiveness in the Gulf
Essentials of Retirement Planning
An introduction to Australian society
From bank bailouts to austerity, Europe's and Ireland's response to the economic crisis has been engineered specifically to shift the burden of paying
for the crisis onto ordinary citizens while investors, financiers, bankers and the privileged are protected. The authors expose the class-based nature
of Ireland's crisis resolution.
For many Canadians, the small province of New Brunswick on Canada's scenic east coast is "a nice place to visit but no place to live," plagued for
generations by outmigration and economic stagnation. In The Fiddlehead Moment Tony Tremblay challenges this potent stereotype by showcasing the work of
a group of literary modernists who set out to change the meaning of New Brunswick in the national lexicon. Alfred Bailey, Desmond Pacey, Fred Cogswell,
and a formidable group of local poets and cultural workers - collectively, New Brunswick's Fiddlehead School - sought to restore New Brunswick's
literary reputation by adapting avant-garde modernist practices to the contours of the province, opening it to the contemporary world while also
encouraging writers to make it their subject. The result was a non-urban form of modernism that was as responsive to technical innovation as to the
human geographies of New Brunswick. By placing New Brunswick writers and critics at the forefront of Canadian literature in the midcentury modernist
project, Tremblay adds an important new chapter to our understanding of Canadian modernism. The Fiddlehead Moment is the first critical examination of
this group's considerable influence. Whether through Bailey's ethnomethodology, Pacey's critical ordering, or Cogswell's editorial eclecticism in the
Fiddlehead magazine and Fiddlehead Poetry Books, authors in New Brunswick, Tremblay argues, had a profound impact on writing in Canada.
The long cultural moment that arose in the wake of 9/11 and the conflict in the Middle East has fostered a global wave of surveillance and
counterinsurgency. Performance in a Militarized Culture explores the ways in which we experience this new status quo. Addressing the most commonplace of
everyday interactions, from mobile phone calls to traffic cameras, this edited collection considers: How militarization appropriates and deploys
performance techniques How performing arts practices can confront militarization The long and complex history of militarization How the war on terror
has transformed into a values system that prioritizes the military The ways in which performance can be used to secure and maintain power across social
strata Performance in a Militarized Culture draws on performances from North, Central, and South America; Europe; the Middle East; and Asia to chronicle
a range of experience: from those who live under a daily threat of terrorism, to others who live with a distant, imagined fear of such danger.
Scholarly engagement with the magazine form has, in the last two decades, produced a substantial amount of valuable research. Authored by leading
academic authorities in the study of magazines, the chapters in The Routledge Handbook of Magazine Research not only create an architecture to organize
and archive the developing field of magazine research, but also suggest new avenues of future investigation. Each of 33 chapters surveys the last 20
years of scholarship in its subject area, identifying the major research themes, theoretical developments and interpretive breakthroughs. Exploration of
the digital challenges and opportunities which currently face the magazine world are woven throughout, offering readers a deeper understanding of the
magazine form, as well as of the sociocultural realities it both mirrors and influences. The book includes six sections: -Methodologies and structures
presents theories and models for magazine research in an evolving, global context. -Magazine publishing: the people and the work introduces the roles
and practices of those involved in the editorial and business sides of magazine publishing. -Magazines as textual communication surveys the field of
contemporary magazines across a range of theoretical perspectives, subjects, genre and format questions. -Magazines as visual communication explores
cover design, photography, illustrations and interactivity. -Pedagogical and curricular perspectives offers insights on undergraduate and graduate
teaching topics in magazine research. -The future of the magazine form speculates on the changing nature of magazine research via its environmental
effects, audience, and transforming platforms.
Celebration and Challenge
Inclusive Organizational Transformation
Issue 19399 March 4, 2014
A Holistic Review of Personal Retirement Planning Issues and Employer-Sponsored Plans, Second Edition
The Fiddlehead Moment
Compassion in Nursing
Essentials of a Successful Biostatistical Collaboration

An insightful study of how identity is mobilized in and for war in the face of homegrown terrorism. “You are either with us, or against us” is the refrain that captures the spirit of the global war on terror.
Images of the “them” implied in this war cry—distinct foreign “others”—inundate Americans on hit television shows, Hollywood blockbusters, and nightly news. However, in this book, Piotr
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Szpunar tells the story of a fuzzier image: the homegrown terrorist, a foe that blends into the crowd, who Americans are told looks, talks, and acts “like us.” Homegrown delves into the dynamics of
domestic counterterrorism, revealing the complications that arise when the terrorist threat involves Americans, both residents and citizens, who have taken up arms against their own country. Szpunar
examines the ways in which identities are blurred in the war on terror, amid debates concerning who is “the real terrorist.” He considers cases ranging from the white supremacist Sikh Temple
shooter,,to the Newburgh Four, ex-convicts caught up in an FBI informant-led plot to bomb synagogues, to ecoterrorists, to the Tsarnaev brothers responsible for the Boston Marathon bombing. Drawing
on popular media coverage, court documents, as well as “terrorist”-produced media, Szpunar poses new questions about the strategic deployment of identity in times of conflict. The book argues that
homegrown terrorism challenges our long held understandings of how identity and difference play out in war—beyond “us versus them”—and, more importantly, that the way in which it is
conceptualized and combatted has real consequences for social, cultural, and political notions of citizenship and belonging. The first critical examination of homegrown terrorism, this book will make you
question how we make sense of the actions of ourselves and others in global war, and the figures that fall in between.
In this multidisciplinary book, experts from around the globe examine how data-driven political campaigning works, what challenges it poses for personal privacy and democracy, and how emerging
practices should be regulated. The rise of big data analytics in the political process has triggered official investigations in many countries around the world, and become the subject of broad and intense
debate. Political parties increasingly rely on data analytics to profile the electorate and to target specific voter groups with individualised messages based on their demographic attributes. Political microtargeting has become a major factor in modern campaigning, because of its potential to influence opinions, to mobilise supporters and to get out votes. The book explores the legal, philosophical and
political dimensions of big data analytics in the electoral process. It demonstrates that the unregulated use of big personal data for political purposes not only infringes voters’ privacy rights, but also has
the potential to jeopardise the future of the democratic process, and proposes reforms to address the key regulatory and ethical questions arising from the mining, use and storage of massive amounts of
voter data. Providing an interdisciplinary assessment of the use and regulation of big data in the political process, this book will appeal to scholars from law, political science, political philosophy and media
studies, policy makers and anyone who cares about democracy in the age of data-driven political campaigning.
Bullying Amongst University Students is a pioneering collection of knowledge and evidence exploring the under-researched phenomenon of bullying in universities. Abusive behaviour amongst young
people is a serious and pervasive problem that is exacerbated by the rapid advances in electronic communication, and in this book the authors highlight the problem and proceed to facilitate new practices
and policies to address it. This book brings together an international team of authors from a range of disciplines, encompassing education, psychology, criminology, law and counselling, who have carried
out research in the area of university bullying. Addressing critical dialogues and debates, the authors explore peer on peer violence, intimidation and social exclusion before considering its effects on
students and making recommendations for action and further research. Key topics include: Cyberbullying and cyber aggression Rape culture across the university Homophobic and transphobic bullying
The impact of bullying on mental health The role of bully and victim across the lifespan Policies and procedures to address bullying International in authorship and scope, this book will be an invaluable
resource for students and researchers in fields such as education, psychology, sociology, health studies and criminology. It is also essential reading for university policy-makers and union representatives
responsible for the emotional and physical well-being of students.
‘Consumption, Cities and States’ examines the fascinating intersection of consumption, citizenship and the state in a cross-section of global cities in Asia and the West. It focuses on a number of
theoretical and empirical analyses: developing and amplifying the intersection of consumption, citizenship and the state in late modernity in relation to a range of cities; examining the concept of the global
city as an ‘aspirational’ category for cities in Asia and the West; and considering case studies which highlight the intersection of consumption and the state. As Ann Brooks and Lionel Wee demonstrate,
the interface between citizen status and consumer activity proves a crucial point of analysis in the light of the neoliberal assertion that individuals and institutions perform at their best within a free market
economy.
Emergency and Trauma Care for Nurses and Paramedics
Homegrown
The Unmaking of Arab Socialism
Theory, Evidence and Practice
A political biography
Design and the Creation of Value
Gilbert and Sullivan's 'Respectable Capers'
Conditions of malnutrition, conflict, or a combination of both characterize many Arab countries, but this was not always so. As in much of the developing world, the
immediate post-independence period represented an age of hope and relative prosperity. But imperialism did not sleep while these countries developed, and it soon
intervened to destroy these post-independence achievements. The two principal defeats and losses of territory to Israel in 1967 and 1973, as well as the others that
followed, left in their wake more than the destruction of assets and the loss of human lives: the Arab World lost its ideology of resistance. The Unmaking of Arab
Socialism is an attempt to understand the reasons for Arab world's developmental descent from the pinnacle of Arab socialism to its present desolate conditions
through an examination of the post-colonial histories of Egypt, Syria, and Iraq.
Association football is now the global sport, consumed in various ways by millions of people across the world. Throughout its history, football has been a catalyst as
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much for social cohesion, unity, excitement and integration as it can be for division, exclusion and discrimination. A Sociology of Football in a Global Context
examines the historical, political, economic, social and cultural complexities of the game across Europe, Africa, Asia and North and South America. It analyses the key
developments and sociological debates within football through a topic-based approach that concentrates on the history of football and its global diffusion; the role of
violence; the global governance of the game by FIFA; race, racism and whiteness; gender and homophobia; the changing nature of fans; the media and football’s
financial revolution; the transformation of players into global celebrities; and the growth of football leagues across the world. Using a range of examples from all over
the world, each chapter highlights the different social and cultural changes football has seen, most notably since the 1990s, when its relationship with the mass media
and other transnational networks became more important and financially lucrative.
“This ambitious and provocative work . . . delves into white anxiety about the demographic decline of white populations in Western nations” (Publishers Weekly).
“Whiteshift” is defined as the turbulent journey from a world of racially homogeneous white majorities to one of racially hybrid majorities. In this dada-driven study,
political scientist Eric Kaufmann explores how these demographic changes across Western societies are transforming their politics. The early stages of this
transformation have led to a populist disruption, tearing a path through the usual politics of left and right. If we want to avoid more radical political divisions,
Kaufmann argues, we have to enable white conservatives as well as cosmopolitans to view whiteshift as a positive development. Kaufmann examines the evidence to
explore ethnic change in North American and Western Europe. Tracing four ways of dealing with this transformation—fight, repress, flight, and join—he makes a
persuasive call to move beyond empty talk about national identity. Deeply thought provoking, enriched with illustrative stories, and drawing on detailed and
extraordinary survey, demographic, and electoral data, Whiteshift will redefine the way we discuss race in the twenty-first century.
Fifty years of church teaching on education. Written by Jim Gallagher SDB who has been involved in the development of catechesis and education for all of those fifty
years. In this book he describes the ideals that have guided his work in education and celebrates the arrival of Pope Francis as a pope who is also a teacher.
Bob Crow: Socialist, leader, fighter
Pioneering an Alternative Canadian Modernism in New Brunswick
Social Forces and Passive Revolution
Labour and Development in East Asia
Bullying Among University Students
Focus On: 100 Most Popular 2010s Fantasy Films
The Crisis of Free Speech on Campus

The aim of this book is to equip biostatisticians and other quantitative scientists with the necessary skills, knowledge, and habits to collaborate effectively with clinicians in the
healthcare field. The book provides valuable insight on where to look for information and material on sample size and statistical techniques commonly used in clinical research, and on
how best to communicate with clinicians. It also covers the best practices to adopt in terms of project, time, and data management; relationship with collaborators; etc.
Compassion has become a prominent issue in health policy and practice and the recommendations of the Francis Report and the Berwick Review emphasised the need for compassion
in care. This timely and important text book provides a valuable resource for practicing and student nurses which examines compassion in depth, but from a real world perspective. It
appreciates and discusses the emotional labour of care and the realities of practice which can make 'caring' and 'having compassion' feel like a difficult and impossible task. This is an
essential guide for those seeking clarity and depth in the analysis of compassion in contemporary nursing. Whether on a pre-qualifying undergraduate degree or an experienced
practitioner, this is a must-have book for anyone interested in creating a compassionate health service.
Armies of Arabia is the first book to comprehensively analyze the armed forces of the Gulf monarchies. Zoltan Barany explains the conspicuous ineffectiveness of Gulf militaries with
a combination of political-structural and sociocultural factors. Following a brief exposition on their historical evolution, he explores the region's six armies of the region comparatively,
through the lenses of military politics, sociology, economics, and diplomacy. The book'sthemes come together in the last chapter that critically evaluates the Saudi and Emirati armed
forces' record in the on-going war in Yemen.
Globalization, consumerism, legislation and human rights issues impact on workplace demographics, changing the very nature thereof. It is of strategic importance to ensure that the
benefits of diverse viewpoints and stakeholders are leveraged. However the underlying worldviews of economists, business leaders and consultants are often informed from a Western
paradigm and solutions proposed and interventions facilitated are not integrated, integral, systemic or congruent with the containing environment or ecology. In Inclusive
Organizational Transformation, Dr Rica Viljoen acknowledges that diversity of thought presents both gifts and challenges to leadership in multi-national organizations. The existential
question with which an individual is confronted impacts on his or her worldview. By continuously applying a specific worldview, certain gifts manifest. These are called Human Niches.
Here, Inclusivity is positioned as a radical transformational methodology with the purpose of unleashing the benefits of engagement and diversity of thought. The process of Inclusivity
enables organizations to optimize the gifts of and contributions from a diverse workforce and unleash tacit knowledge. Case studies from Ghana, South Africa, and one where the
same strategy had to be implemented in Australia, Peru and Tanzania are included and insights gained from the dynamics observed are shared. A synthesis of Inclusivity is presented
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in a model, meta-insights are derived and the prerequisites for Inclusivity on individual, group and organizational domain are illustrated.
The Navy List
Identity and Difference in the American War on Terror
The Routledge Handbook of Magazine Research
The Routledge Handbook on Crime and International Migration
The Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Jewish Cultures
Beyond Defeat and Austerity
Disrupting (the Critical Political Economy of) Neoliberal Europe
This book offers an in-depth study of the poetics of creative writing as a subject in the dramatically changing context of practice as
research, taking into account the importance of the subjectivity of the writer as researcher. It explores creative writing and theory while
offering critical antecedents, theoretical directions and creative interchanges. The book narrows the focus on psychoanalysis, particularly
with regard to Lacan and creative practice, and demonstrates that creative writing is research in its own right. The poetics at stake neither
denotes the study or the techniques of poetry, but rather the means by which writers formulate and discuss attitudes to their work.
Craft a blended learning program tailor-made for your students Go Blended! is a practical implementation guide for educators interested in
getting blended learning off the ground. Author Liz Arney is a seasoned developer of blended learning programs at Aspire Public Schools, and
she also closely collaborates with district and charter leaders from across the country on this work. Go Blended! offers boots-on-the-ground
support for laying the foundation for a blended learning program in our schools and classrooms. Throughout the book teachers with blended
learning experience share helpful tips and lesson plans to help educators make purposeful choices in using technology to fulfill students'
needs without becoming an end in itself. This useful guide also offers key documents and timelines to support a blended learning
implementation and provides step-by-step practical advice for avoiding mistakes. Readers will gain expert insight into both the broad and
narrow of blended transition, from sweeping concepts like program goals to nitty-gritty details like teaching routines around technology use.
Technology is rapidly changing the landscape of education; teacher effectiveness and student achievement are both tied to the ability to
adapt to new technology, and blended learning has become a hot topic in schools across the nation. Go Blended! helps school leaders and
teachers take their first steps toward blended learning, putting them in a better position to continuously adapt as the world changes. You'll
learn how to: Investigate leadership and staff readiness to "go blended." Learn how to evaluate and purchase the right educational software.
Keep the program's goals in mind throughout the development process. Teach lessons that set students up for success when using classroom
technology. Tailor the program to the students, not the other way around. Aspire's impressive track record of high performance, along with a
growing body of evidence from blended schools across the nation, testifies to the reality that incorporating technology into the classroom
can improve student outcomes. But improved student outcomes will only occur when teachers and administrators intentionally tailor technology
and curricula to meet their goals. With Go Blended!, you can be confident that you're focused on the ultimate goal of blended learning:
increasing student achievement.
Offering a uniquely 'psycho-cultural' take on the emotional dynamics of UK political culture this book uses theories and research in
psychoanalysis, cultural and media studies and political sociology. It explores the cultural and emotional processes that shape our
relationship to politics in a media age, referencing Joanna Lumley to Nigel Farage.
The Routledge Handbook to Contemporary Jewish Cultures explores the diversity of Jewish cultures and ways of investigating them, presenting
the different methodologies, arguments and challenges within the discipline. Divided into themed sections, this book considers in turn: How
the individual terms "Jewish" and "culture" are defined, looking at perspectives from Anthropology, Music, Literary Studies, Sociology,
Religious Studies, History, Art History, and Film, Television, and New Media Studies. How Jewish cultures are theorized, looking at key
themes regarding power, textuality, religion/secularity, memory, bodies, space and place, and networks. Case studies in contemporary Jewish
cultures. With essays by leading scholars in Jewish culture, this book offers a clear overview of the field and offers exciting new
directions for the future.
Democracy and Privacy in the Age of Micro-Targeting
A Handbook for Blending Technology in Schools
Populism, Immigration, and the Future of White Majorities
An African Perspective on Human Niches and Diversity of Thought
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ReFocus: The Films of Amy Heckerling
Amnesty and Revolution: An Amateur's View of Life As It Stands
Big Data, Political Campaigning and the Law
This innovative account of the Gilbert and Sullivan partnership provides a unique insight into the experience of both attending and performing in the original productions of the most influential and enduring
pieces of English-language musical theatre. In the 1870s, Savoy impresario Richard D’Oyly Carte astutely realized that a conscious move to respectability in a West End which, until then, had favored the racy
delights of burlesque and French operetta, would attract a new, lucrative morally ‘decent’ audience. This book examines the commercial, material and human factors underlying the Victorian productions of the
Savoy operas. Unusually for a book on ‘G&S’, it focuses on people and things rather than author biography or literary criticism. Examining theatre architecture, interior design, marketing, and typical
audiences, as well as the working conditions and personal lives of the members of a Victorian theatre-company, ‘Respectable Capers’ explains how the Gilbert and Sullivan operas helped to transform the
West End into the family-friendly ‘theatre land’ which still exists today.
A cutting exploration of how cities drive climate change while being on the frontlines of the coming climate crisis How will climate change affect our lives? Where will its impacts be most deeply felt? Are we
doing enough to protect ourselves from the coming chaos? In Extreme Cities, Ashley Dawson argues that cities are ground zero for climate change, contributing the lion’s share of carbon to the atmosphere,
while also lying on the frontlines of rising sea levels. Today, the majority of the world’s megacities are located in coastal zones, yet few of them are adequately prepared for the floods that will increasingly
menace their shores. Instead, most continue to develop luxury waterfront condos for the elite and industrial facilities for corporations. These not only intensify carbon emissions, but also place coastal
residents at greater risk when water levels rise. In Extreme Cities, Dawson offers an alarming portrait of the future of our cities, describing the efforts of Staten Island, New York, and Shishmareff, Alaska
residents to relocate; Holland’s models for defending against the seas; and the development of New York City before and after Hurricane Sandy. Our best hope lies not with fortified sea walls, he argues.
Rather, it lies with urban movements already fighting to remake our cities in a more just and equitable way. As much a harrowing study as a call to arms Extreme Cities is a necessary read for anyone
concerned with the threat of global warming, and of the cities of the world.
The Chinese Communist Party’s response to the wave of factory strikes in the early summer of 2010 has raised important questions about the role that labour plays in the transformation of world orders. In
contrast to previous policies of repression towards labour unrest, these recent disputes centring round wages and working conditions have been met with a more permissive response on the part of the state,
as the CCP ostensibly seeks to facilitate a transition away from a model of political economy based on ‘low-road’ labour relations and export dependence. Labour and Development in East Asia shows that
such inter-linkages between labour, geopolitical transformations, and states’ developmental strategies have been much more central to East Asia’s development than has commonly been recognised. By
adopting an explanatory framework of the labour-geopolitics-development nexus, the book theorises and provides an historical analysis of the formation and transformation of the East Asian regional political
economy from the end of the Second World War to the present, with particular reference to Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and China. This book will be required reading for students and scholars of
international relations, development studies and comparative politics.
Through engagement with human behaviour from the level of the private individual to the international community, in Amnesty and Revolution: An Amateur's View of Life As It Stands a holistic type of reform
is advocated; solutions to scarcity and inequity are formulated with due regard to the cost of revoking commitments already in motion. The author's rationale is to provide a counterbalance wherever excess or
paucity is perceived, and by applying a moderate degree of erudition and scientific understanding to the exercise of drawing inferences and forging creative associations, the book's themes are addressed
intellectually and intuitively. In Amnesty and Revolution the author specifically addresses domestic economic and social policy, social work, mental health, health problems associated with modern technology,
renewable and non-renewable energy, environmental policy, globalisation, international conflicts and internal security. The author consistently targets systems rather than specific actors, in order to appease
those who despite their culpability possess skills and experience which may be useful in effecting peaceable reform. In several places within the text there are extensive descriptions which serve as expedient
points of access to the text's central arguments. Since these descriptions serve as introductions to topics which are related to academic specialisms, although hitherto they may not have been recognised as
such, this book would be of great value to academics. Indeed, industrial specialisation and the manner in which this can prevent the context of a specialism being understood by its practitioners is a theme
which is explored within the text. While some explanations would be understood more easily with foreknowledge of certain scientific principles, the central arguments of the text are accessible without scientific
explanations needing to be fully understood. Accordingly the book is suitable for a general audience, and especially anyone with an interest in progressive politics, addressing as it does a range of contentious
issues.
Go Blended!
Armies of Arabia
Cross-national perspectives
Consumption, Cities and States
Sports Law in Ireland
Humanitarian Borders

The Routledge Handbook on Crime and International Migration is concerned with the various relationships between migration, crime and victimization that have informed a wide criminological scholarship often
driven by some of the original lines of inquiry of the Chicago School. Historically, migration and crime came to be the device by which Criminology and cognate fields sought to tackle issues of race and
ethnicity, often in highly problematic ways. However, in the contemporary period this body of scholarship is inspiring scholars to produce significant evidence that speaks to some of the biggest public policy
questions and debunks many dominant mythologies around the criminality of migrants. The Routledge Handbook on Crime and International Migration is also concerned with the theoretical, empirical and
policy knots found in the relationship between regular and irregular migration, offending and victimization, the processes and impact of criminalization, and the changing role of criminal justice systems in the
regulation and enforcement of international mobility and borders. The Handbook is focused on the migratory ‘fault lines’ between the Global North and Global South, which have produced new or accelerated
sites of state control, constructed irregular migration as a crime and security problem, and mobilized ideological and coercive powers usually reserved for criminal or military threats. Offering a strong
international focus and comprehensive coverage of a wide range of border, criminal justice and migration-related issues, this book is an important contribution to criminology and migration studies and will be
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essential reading for academics, students and practitioners interested in this field.
John Heskett was a pioneering British design historian, with a particular interest in design and economics. Design and the Creation of Value' publishes for the first time his groundbreaking seminar on design and
economic value. In remarkably clear and accessible prose Heskett explores the how the key traditions of economic thought conceive of how value is created. Critically teasing out the role of design in this
process, Heskett shows how design's role in innovating and creating value creating value for organisations and products can be given a firm grounding in economic theory. Featuring examples of businesses
which have successfully responded to the value of design in their practice, as well as others who have failed because of their inability to understand value-creation, Heskett looks in detail at the relationship
between producers, markets, products and consumers, using these instances to offer a both a strong critique of the limitations conventional economic thought and new model of the economic importance of design
thinking in value creation.
Bob Crow was the most high-profile and militant union leader of his generation. This biography focuses on his leadership of the RMT union, examining and exposing a number of popular myths created about
him by political opponents. Using the schema of his personal characteristics (including his public persona), his politics and the power of his members, it explains how and why he was able to punch above his
weight in industrial relations and on the political stage, helping the small RMT union become as influential as many of its much larger counterparts. As RMT leader, Crow oversaw a rise in membership and
promoted a more assertive and successful bargaining approach. While he failed to unite all socialists into one new party, he established himself as the leading popular critic of neo-liberalism, 'New' Labour and
the age of austerity.
This book theorises resorts as distinct kinds of urban milieux, capturing the complexity of destinations famous for ‘sun, sand and sex’ mass tourism. Drawing on qualitative field research (participant observation,
interviews and photography), the book discusses examples from six international resort destinations spread across four continents: the Gold Coast, Australia; Phuket and Koh Phangan, Thailand; Cancún,
Mexico; Miami, USA; and Ibiza, Spain. The book reviews the material and symbolic production of lived spaces in these resorts, considering the mutually constitutive, mutually transformative relations between
their spatial formations, built environments, popular imaginaries, representations, narratives of identity, rhythms, and the experiences and practices of both tourists and locals. In doing so, it argues for more
nuanced ways of conceptualising tourism, globalisation and spatiality, reimagining how these phenomena unfold in lived spaces. Taking a cultural studies approach to urban analysis, the book demonstrates the
value in embracing complexity, fluidity, partiality and uncertainty. It will be of interest to students and researchers of tourism, geography, cultural studies, development studies, anthropology and sociology.
Performance in a Militarized Culture
Unequal Mobility and Saving Lives
Class, Respectability and the Savoy Operas 1877–1909
Comparing Singapore with Asian and Western Cities
A Sociology of Football in a Global Context
Daily Graphic
The Peril and Promise of Urban Life in the Age of Climate Change

The seamy underside of humanitarianism What does it mean when humanitarianism is the response to death, injury and suffering at the border? This book interrogates the
politics of humanitarian responses to border violence and unequal mobility, arguing that such responses mask underlying injustices, depoliticise violent borders and bolster liberal
and paternalist approaches to suffering. Focusing on the diversity of actors involved in humanitarian assistance alongside the times and spaces of action, the book draws a direct
line between privileges of movement and global inequalities of race, class, gender and disability rooted in colonial histories and white supremacy and humanitarian efforts that
save lives while entrenching such inequalities. Based on eight years of research with border police, European Union officials, professional humanitarians, and grassroots activists
in Europe’s borderlands, including Italy and Greece, the book argues that this kind of saving lives builds, expands and deepens already restrictive borders and exclusive and
exceptional identities through what the book calls humanitarian borderwork.
This book provides the quintessential information needed to understand the financial side of the retirement planning coin. The reader will begin by learning about the various plan
types employers may offer their employees. Topics related to compliance testing will be thoroughly discussed as well as strategies used to legally shift benefits in favor of highly
compensated employees (HCEs). However, some employers do not sponsor a plan. In this instance, retirement savers will need to understand the options available within the
world of individual retirement accounts (IRAs). This book is intended to serve as a guide to how different retirement savings vehicles function and how they can be effectively
deployed. Many financial professionals find that their clients ask questions about all aspects of their financial life. For this reason, this book also discusses non-investment-related
topics such as housing options, Social Security planning, Medicare planning, and a few other basic insurance-based issues faced by all retirees.
The academy is in crisis. Students call for speakers to be banned, books to be slapped with trigger warnings and university to be a Safe Space, free of offensive words or
upsetting ideas. But as tempting as it is to write off intolerant students as a generational blip, or a science experiment gone wrong, they’ve been getting their ideas from
somewhere. Bringing together leading journalists, academics and agitators from the US and UK, Unsafe Space is a wake-up call. From the war on lad culture to the clampdown
on climate sceptics, we need to resist all attempts to curtail free speech on campus. But society also needs to take a long, hard look at itself. Our inability to stick up for our
founding, liberal values, to insist that the free exchange of ideas should always be a risky business, has eroded free speech from within.
Unsafe SpaceThe Crisis of Free Speech on CampusSpringer
Public Sociology
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Extreme Cities
Reimagining Sites of Mass Tourism
Crisis and Terror in the Age of Anxiety
Towards a Poetics of Creative Writing
Resort Spatiality
9/11, the Global Financial Crisis and ISIS
This book confronts the issues young people face growing up in the confusion and anxiety of today’s highly global society. Young
people face their futures consumed with feelings of doubt, uncertainty and ambivalence. The Global Financial Crisis and the rise
of the Islamic State means young people are transitioning into adulthood in a time that we call an age of anxiety. They may be the
first generation to have fewer opportunities than their parents yet, despite this, they are learning to imagine other kinds of
futures. These are futures where economic collapse provides opportunities for entrepreneurialism and innovation, where Islamic
State does not need to pose a clear and present danger, and where political action provides hope for a better world. Dealing with
the current political and economic climate and progressive campaigns such as Black Lives Matter, Howie and Campbell tackle some of
the biggest threats to the future of society. An innovative and wide-reaching study, this book will be of particular interest to
scholars of human geography, disaster studies, politics, and sociology.
From the future of work to the nature of our closest relationships, how do we understand the links between our personal troubles
and wider public issues in society today? Now into its fourth edition, Public Sociology continues to highlight the relevance of a
grounded sociological perspective to Australian social life, as well as encouraging students to apply a sociological gaze to their
own lives and the communities in which they live. Public Sociology presents a wide range of topics in a user-friendly and
accessible way, introducing key theories and research methods, and exploring core themes, including youth, families and intimate
relationships, class and inequality and race and ethnic relations. All chapters have been extensively revised to bring them up to
date in a fast-changing social world, reflecting the latest sociological debates in response to changing lifestyles and evolving
political landscapes. In addition to updated statistics and research findings, an expanded glossary and the latest citations to
the scholarly literature, the text features a completely new chapter on gender and sexualities with expanded discussion of
LGBTIQ+. This new edition also explores contemporary issues ranging from the #MeToo movement to marriage equality, fake news and
'alt facts'. This is the essential sociological reference to help students make sense of a complex and challenging world. NEW TO
THE FOURTH EDITION: * A new chapter on gender and sexualities and expanded discussion of intersectionality * Exploration of the
latest social issues including #MeToo, rising inequality, and the 'post-truth' age * All chapters thoroughly revised and updated
with the latest research * Updated book website with extra readings, YouTube clips, and case studies * A new feature, Visual
Sociology, helps the reader analyse the power of visual messaging 'With a firm base in the richest traditions of the discipline
and with a remarkably approachable format, this book offers an excellent introduction to a wide array of sociology's concerns,
making it suitable for all Australian social science undergraduates.' Gary Wickham, Emeritus Professor of Sociology, Murdoch
University 'A sophisticated yet accessible introduction to social identities, differences and inequalities, and social
transformations.' Jo Lindsay, Professor in Sociology, Monash University 'Sweeping and lucid...communicates with ease and
simplicity.' Toni Makkai, Emeritus Professor, College of Arts and Social Sciences, Australian National University
Europe’s Treasure Ireland
Deepening Neoliberalism, Austerity, and Crisis
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